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Project goals 

 To develop methods for quantitative analysis of eye motion characteristics acquired with 
high speed and high resolution retinal eye-tracking system. This includes segmentation 
(classification of motion events of various types) and parametrization (quantitative 
description of motion events - hundreds of parameters can be calculated) 

 To develop statistical and artificial intelligence methods for classification, clustarization, 
knowledge extraction, data reduction, diagnostics, monitoring of neurodegenerative 
diseases and vision disorders from eye-motion traces. 

 To develop digital phenotype of human subject using eye motion trajectories and methods 
for motioring its changes in time from immediate alterations due to state of the subject (fast 
daily changes due to fatigue, depression, any kind of weakness), or long term processes such 
as aging, through changes caused by disease or treatment. 

Outline 
The human eye is the window to the body and the brain. The retina, many cortical and 
subcortical brain areas, and the brainstem or cerebellum are involved in visual perception and 
eye movement control and execution. Therefore, the eye is a source of sensitive and specific 
biomarkers for early detection and progress. These diseases can be indicated by accurate 
quantification of changes in ocular dynamics. Several papers and monographs discuss different 
eye movement paradigms and the scientific rationale for studying eye movements in patients 
with psychiatric and neurologic disorders. 

The long-term vision aims to lay down the scientific foundation of retinal biomarker-based ND 
diagnosis and develop a new method based on the relations between oculomotor characteristics 
of the human eye and brain activity. A new method may significantly improve the diagnostics, 
monitoring, and care of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's Disease (AD) and 
Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB). Early detection and monitoring of progression are key to a 
personalised medical approach. Targeted therapies with efficient monitoring prevent 
complications and rapid worsening of the disease and allow for on-time modifications. It can 
also reduce new drug development time, and facilitate widely accessible, affordable test 
standards in healthcare. A breakthrough technology like this reassures impacted people that 
there are ways to alleviate the consequences of their illness and improve their quality of life. 

This project, will aim at establishing the relationship between subtle changes in oculomotor 
characteristics (i.e., gaze fixation patterns, saccades, tremor and drift) and the progress of 
neurodegenerative disorders (such as AD or DLB). It requires adapting our proof-of-concept 
retinal tracker for clinical practice and exploiting its unprecedented resolution to reveal 
oculomotor characteristics of the eye that were so far hidden from researchers.   

Work plan 
1. Literature review and introduction to retinal eye-tracking technology and existing 

prototypes. 
2. Development of the battery of visual psychophysical experiments from simple fixation to 

mentally demending exercises with saccadic tasks and more complex paradigms. 
3. Development of tools for automatic classification, clustarization, knowledge extraction, data 

reduction of motion events registered during experiments with the test battery. 
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4. Experiments with human subjects in laboratory and in collaborating clinics.  
5. Development of candidates for biomarkers for diagnostics, monitoring of neurodegenerative 

diseases and vision disorders.  
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Required initial knowledge and skills of the PhD candidate 

1. eager to learn 
2. basics in computer programming (preferably Python, Labview, Matlab, C/C++/C#) 
3. basics in artificial intelligence and machine learning will be an advantage 
4. knowlegde of CUDA and GPU programming will be an advantage 
5. basics in optics is encouraged 

Expected development of the PhD candidate’s knowledge and skills 

The PhD candidate will gain knowledge on how to operate retinal eye-tracking systems in clinical 
environment when performing the data acquisition from healthy subjects as well as ophthalmic 
and neurological patients. She/he will also learn how to process the acquired data and will use 
data science methods to extract parameters that will serve as potential biomarkers. 

 
  




